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May 6, 2020 Thats all I have to know... Nov 30, 2020 I also have the patched version, I can receive a NOR dump for 3.55 OFW like
for 4.84 (if you have a recent CFW).. I think that the original root.bin of 3.55 and 4.84 will work (they are identical), but I'm not sure.
Dec 21, 2019 What about I used the bkpps3_patched.bin and it worked.. So I'm sure the.bin in the root will work. Jan 1, 2020 The
patch is not needed and only downgrade your firmware to 4.83. ** I have both the patched and the original root.bin, and it works! Just
downgrade to 4.83 How to Fix the PS3 PS3DumpChecker (CFW) Always try to downgrade firmware to an older version than the one
currently running. If you don't downgrade your firmware, the only way to fix this problem is with this procedure: The starting point:
Remove the Blu-ray drive and put it back. The following videos show how to disassemble the console. Fixed PC Fixed PS2 Take heed
to these instructions: You can also follow the instructions in the Operation Instructions if your console is not working properly, but you
have to carefully follow them and it may be more complicated. To start the console, press the power button (battery icon at the bottom
left of the screen) for about five seconds. Wait till the console is on and press the power button again. For those that need a hard reset
after an abnormal shutdown, there are a few options. On the top right, there is a cross button with the four main functions. If the PS3
is off, press down on the left button for about six to eight seconds. After that, the console will be in a force reboot mode. At this point,
press down on the cross button to perform a hard reset. If the PS3 is on, hold down the cross button and press the power button for
about six to eight seconds. The console will be switched to the force reboot mode. At this point, press down on the cross button to
perform a hard reset. If you're in a locked state (i.e. the console is in "sleep" mode), you can wake it up using the
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Configuration: Logs: RMA# I/O error, dev sdb, sector 930187552 If you find bugs, please to contact me: @wsviz If you found the
same way to run it, please to contact me: @Infectedpwns Steps: 1) Finaly read the steps : 2) After you finnaly setup your console, lets
start the exploit. ** Recommended : use dat file with input of ofw 4.85+ ps3dat4.bin ps3dat5.bin ps3dat6.bin ps3dat7.bin ps3dat8.bin
ps3dat9.bin ps3dat10.bin ps3dat11.bin ps3dat12.bin ps3dat13.bin ps3dat14.bin ps3dat15.bin ps3dat16.bin ps3dat17.bin ps3dat18.bin
ps3dat19.bin ps3dat20.bin ps3dat21.bin ps3dat22.bin ps3dat23.bin ps3dat24.bin ps3dat25.bin ps3dat26.bin ps3dat27.bin ps3dat28.bin
ps3dat29.bin ps3dat30.bin ps3dat31.bin ps3dat32.bin ps3dat33.bin ps3dat34.bin ps3dat35.bin ps3dat36.bin ps3dat37.bin ps3dat38.bin
ps3dat39.bin ps3dat40.bin ps3dat41.bin ps3dat42.bin ps3dat43.bin ps3dat44.bin ps3dat45.bin ps3dat46.bin ps3dat47.bin ps3dat48.bin
ps3dat49.bin 3da54e8ca3
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